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We prove that any non-planar 3-connected graph with at least 6 vertices contains a cycle with 
three pairwise ‘interwoven’ chords. 
1. It is easy to prove that if a 3-connlected graph distinct from KS contains a 
subdivision of KS, then it contains also a subdivision of & (see, for example [3D. 
Therefore by the Kuratowski theorem [Il.] a 3-connected &.ph distinct from KS is 
non-planar if and only if it contains a subdivision of I&. Note that a constructive 
description can be given [3] of non-planar graphs containing no subdivision of 
&. In our lectures on 3-connected gmphs to the Moscow Discrete Mathematics 
Seminar (Institute of Control Sciences, Moscow, March 1977) it was shown 
(among other things) that any non-planar 3-connected graph distinct from KS 
contains a subdivision of I& with two non-adjacent non-subdivided edges. A 
construction of non-planar 3-connected graphs was given (see Section 3) in which 
any subdivision of & has no two adjacent non-subdivided edges. So the natural 
question arises whether a 3-connected non-planar graph distinct fiorn KS neces- 
sarily contains a subdivision of K 3,3 with three pairwise nonadjacent non- 
subdivided edges (i.e. a cycle with three pairwise %terwoven’ chords). This 
problem has later been published in [41]. Here we give an affirmative answer to 
this problem (see Theorem 5). 
2, Let G be an undirected graph [l] without loops or parallel edges, VG be the 
Set of vertices and EG be the set of edges of G. I&, is the complete graph with n 
vertices and K& is the complete biparke graph with n vertices in each part. G is 
3-connected if it has at least 4 vertices and removing from G any two vertices 
results in a connected graph. A chain (or an edge) T will sometimes be denoted 
by xJL to identify x and y as the end-vc.:rtices of 7’. For p, q E VT the subchain of 
T with the end-points p and 4 is denokd by pTq or [pTq]. Let (x’I’y) and (x’I’y] 
denote chains without X, y and without x, respectively. We write G(-)I’ instead of 
G -MY). 
*The paper has been repor&d to the Moscow Discrete Mathematics Seminar (Institute of Control 
Sciewes, April 1982). 
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A thn?ad T of G is a minimal by inclusion chain 7’ of G with the property: any 
inner vertex of T is of degree 2 in G. Let horn G denote a subdivision of G. A.n 
edgerrCGLYlisac~ofa~cleC~a~Cbutx,y~C.TwochordsaandbofCat~ 
called~~ove~~CUaUb3~m~.cQbvico~y~g~a,bandcarep~ 
interwoven chords of a cycle C iff C U{a, b, c} = horn Ka.3. 
3. For a cubic graph F let FA denote the graph which is obtained from F by 
replacing each vertex of F by a triangle. Insider a non-planar 3-connected graph 
G = F*. As it was mentioned above G contains asubdivision of K&. Since IQ3 is 
bipartite, for any subdivision H of I& in C at least two of thaw threads with a 
common end-point in horn I& are not edgs. Therefore ifil general a horn K& 
in a 3-connected graph may have at most three threadwxiges and %hey are 
pairwise non-adjacent. We are gtiig to prove that any non-planar 3-w. wxted 
graph with at least 6 vertices (i.e. distinct from KS) contains ahoim KS*3 with three 
non-adjacent threads-edges. 
m 
Fig. 1. 
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. (p2) Now suppose that y2 = M Let J3 z= A U Y2 (Fig,
y=~,Y~={y=y,}, Y,=b and B=A). If h is an 
horn IQ, is a cycle with interwoven chords u, p and h. 
edge. Since G is 3-connected, it has ~a chain t1’Ik2 
t1 E! (x&d and t2 E I3 - h. 
2) (possibl; a = u & that 
edge, then B(-)&)g = 
Therefore let h be a non- 
such that B n T = -&, tJ, 
(~2.1) Suppose that t2 E (x1 Yx] where: Y = Y1yY2. Then p, 4 and c are non- 
adjacent threads-edges of B U T(-)(x1 YQ(-)(x1 ht,)(-)u = horn &. 
(~2.2) Suppose that f2e (&m&J fx4ru6) = L where II = g U e. Let ti be the 
vertex of (x,htJ with the following propertiaCl: (al) G has two disjoint chains 
?:I’%~ and t:T2x2 such that 
a(-)(t;ha n T2 =(t;, xZ), B(-)(t:ha n T’ =(t;, ta 
and t: E L, and (a2) [xlhtf) has no vertex with the property (al). Since tI obviously 
has the property (al), the vertex tt exists. Put 
Suppose that x&f: = h, is an edge. Then 
B,(-)E(-)g = horn I& if t: e m, 
&(-)6(-)(t~Iax4) = horn I& if ti E n, 
and hl, p, u are their threads-edges. Now suppose that hl is not an edge. Put 
B1 = B U 7” U T2. Since G is 3-connected, it has a chain s1Ss2 such that B’ n S = 
{sl, sz), sl E (qh& and s2 E B1 - hl. Since [x,hti) has no vertex with the property 
(al), Ge have SUE (x1&&J U[x4kx3). If t2 q! L, it is convenient to put t: = x2, 
hl = h, slSs2 = t,;lk, and B’= B. 
(p2.3) Suppse that s2 E (x&J. Let s: be the vertex of [srhl ti> with the 
foilowing properties: (rol) G has two disjoint chains s:S’s: and s:S2x1 such that 
B,(-)(sgtx,) ns2 = (sf, Xl}, B,(-)(s#xl) n sl = {St, sa 
Fig. 2. 
If s2e (x&] we put s: = xl9 b, = lil, arid rJ& = s1Ss2. 
(~2.4) Now r2~&Jk-{x 3r XT}. Sup;- thalt R is an edge. Iif r2 e [x&x,), then 
A(-)q(-)(e U g) = hqm I& is a, _ cy@: ,w$th interwoven &or:& b, p and R. If 
t2 E (x&J, then A(-)&.&] -‘horn K3$ is a cycle with &xcls p, q and R. 
(p2.5) Now suppose that R is no/ an edge. since G is 3connected, it has a 
chain prPpz such that ‘R&j&. (pilr 1~ and_ A nP = (p& (Obviously also 
R2nP = (pz).) Because of the :above con&deration it is sticient to consider the 
following cases: 
A := A(-)(t,hpj U (r,R:p&) and R : = R(-)(r,Rpl). 
ti we have case (132.5) with a, smaller RX&e (~2) is analogous. Consider case 
(c3). If B is an edge, then 
A(-)c(-)(r2~~(,-)(x,, h4 = horn Kg3 
is a cycle with chords p, $1 arid jP, Therefore let P be a non-edge. Then G h7~ 
a chain uJu2 such that .AimuPnv=(t~,,0~, UE(pJ$gJ and u2~AU&- 
h, pd. BY the! abim consideration either (dl) t12 ER or (d2) u2 E k -(x3, ~4). 
I, .w* (dl) put 
R := R(-)(p,Rud 1.1 (p114r,Vuz) and P : = P(-)(plI%& 
In case @2) put 
P:= P(-)(p2P0,) and A :=A(-)(p,k~~~~(p,Fu,Vu,). 
In both cases we have caw (c3) with a smal’ler P. 113 
5. ‘IBM. Suppose hr. G is 2 ~-connected and G contains a subdivision of KzV3. 
Then G fmtains a cycle with d+mze pairwise itiW,ouen chords. 
’ b~8. “~1) Obviously Iif G =K 1,3, then thee thecrem trivially holds. Consider a 
coun*~example G with the min:imal nrim’bex of c dges. By Theorem 3.5 in [3], G 
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has an edge c = (x, y) such that 6 = G(-)e is a subdivision of a 3-connected graph 
and contains a horn K 3,3= Let x&x2 (yJfyz) be a thread of d containing x (y). If 
n (y) is of degree ~4 in G, then X = {x} l(Y = (y}), othemke x (y) is a single inner 
WIWX of X (Y). Replace the thread X (Y) of G by a new edge X’ (Y’). Then the 
resulting graph G’ is 3+onnccted and has a horn K,,. Since IEG’l < (EG(, G’ has a 
ham K3.3 = H’ such that some three pairwise non-adjacent thxads p, 4, t of H’ 
are edges of G’. Let H be obtained from H’ by replacing X’ (Y’) by X (Y) so 
that H is a horn K3,3 of G. If p, q, r are: edges of G, then H’ = h is a cycle with 
interwoven chords p, 4, t in G. Therefore let (p, 4, r} fl {X’, Y’} # 8, say r = X’ and 
p$ {X ‘!, Y’} so that p E EG. 
(~2) Sqqme that 4 = Y’. Let zJz2 be a thread of H connecting end-points of 
X and Y, say (q, 22) = (x,, xz). Then H’U e(-)Z = horn K,, is a cycle with three 
interwoven chords p, xX&, and yYyz. 
(~3) Now suppose that 4 # Y’, i.e. 4 E EG. Since G is 3-connected, it has three 
disjo;mt chains xX1x1, xX2x2 and xX3x3 from x to H-x. We may assume that 
x1X1xX2x2=X so that e is an end-edg,e of X3. 
(93.1) Suppose that x1 and x3 belong to a common thread S of H - x. Then 
H UX3(-)(x$x,) = horn K3,3 is a cycle kth three interwoven chords p, 4 and X2. 
(Analogously for x1 replaced by x2). 
(~3.2) Now suppose that x3 belongs lto a thread of H connecting end -points of 
p and 4. Then H UX, is a subdivision of the graph shovn in Fig. 9 and satisfies 
the hypothesis of Lemma 4: XI, x2, is and 4 are edges of G. By Lemma 4.. G has a 
cycle with three interwoven chords. Cl 
6. As it was mentioned above if a 3-connected graph with at least 6 vertices 
contains a horn KS, then it also contains a horn I&. Therefore ffrom the 
Kuratowski theorem and Theorem 5 WC obtain the following strengthening of t\e 
Kuratowski planarity criterion: 
Theorem, A 3-connected graph with at least 6 vertices is non-planar if and only if 
it contains a cycle with three pairwise interwoven chords. 
7. Remark. Using the proof of Theorem 3.5 in 131 and the above proof of 
Theorem 5, a polynomial time algorithm can be given which for any graph G 
either finds a cycle with three pairwise interwoven chords in G or establishes that 
either G has a horn K3V3 but has no cycle with three interwoven chords or G has 
no horn K,, but has a horn KS or G has neither horn KS.3 nor horn K5 (i.e. G is 
planar). 
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